Going In Circles

The depression I sold
It's always the same
Plastered smiles
Pretending your happy
Pretending is old
You lose track of reality
Your life is fake
Life, it gets old
One continuous circle
Always the same thing
One thing after another
Like never ending heart break
Heart break is old
Never the same
But always the same
Same hurt and pain
Like a knife
Stabbing your heart
Killing you emotionally
Inside and then out
Emotions are old
Causing confusion
So you never know how to act
Because emotions get in the way
The way
What's right
What's wrong
Is there one specific way
I've been chosen to take
Everyone's taking
What happened to giving
We're always trying to hurt people
But when the pain finally stops
And we become numb
We realize how old it gets
Going in circles
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I love the way
My lips tingle
After you

Kiss --- ME

I love the way
My nerves awaken
Everytime we